
Launched in 2018, the company develops people management software to equip managers with the

ability to grow, engage, and lead high-performing teams. More specifically, it provides managers

with the frameworks, tools, and systems to gain visibility across their teams. Their software is aimed

at assisting managers in providing personalized coaching to the team members. The company also

enables the managers to house all their people-development activities in one place.

The customer wanted to modernize their existing platform for added functionalities and also

provide a better user interface. To do so, they needed to rebuild their monolithic web application

into a new tech/architecture stack with serverless approach. They also wanted to revamp the UI/UX

and make the existing version scalable with better architecture, maintainability, and testability. The

code performance and query performance had to be enhanced as well.

Harbinger provides engineering expertise to a US-based enterprise to enhance

its people management software and leadership coaching capabilities.
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As a product development partner, Harbinger rendered engineering expertise to help with product

modernization. The system was rebuilt using React UI framework and Node JS and the architecture

was made modular and service oriented.

Three modules were added to the app: learning, content, and administration. With this, several

features were enhanced such as registration and login process, coaching, goal setting, and the

feedback process, in line with the company’s aim of creating leaders.

The solution focused not only on the development of the app but its complete enhancement

including the coding guidelines, architecture, the function flow, and its design. These enhancements

bolstered the functionality and capabilities of the app.

Another problem that the customer wanted to solve was to integrate their performance

management systems and HR systems. Features like performance module, goal setting of an

employee, and so on, needed to be added to make the app useful to empower managers with

efficient performance management.
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Technologies Used:

• ReactJS for front end and Node in the backend

• DGraph database to cater to the needs of flexible data modelling and ease of establishing

entity relations

• Lambda functions for backend to ensure scalability and optimal performance

• AWS for system deployment

• Terraform in the infra side

• API gateway

• Log monitoring systems

• Automating data transfer allowed data driven predictive analysis

• Onboarding process time reduced to 10 minutes. The enhancements allowed importing users

faster, reducing the time to onboard a new company from 1.5-2 hours to 10 minutes

• An effective and efficient people management software was developed which was specifically

helpful in grooming and developing the best talent
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Wish to know more? 

Connect with us: 

contact@harbingergroup.com
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Benefits

“Harbinger has been a vital technology partner on the journey to get us here.

Thanks for helping us lay our foundations.”
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